ABSTRACT
Eugène Melchior Peligot (1811-1890) did research in a wide range of subjects, among them sugars and their reactions, chromium, uranium, iron, and their salts, the composition and structure of glass, the silkworm, fertilizers, and drinking water. He was the first to prepare uranium, study its properties and determine its atomic mass. Together with Dumas isolated methyl alcohol from wood spirit, studied its reactions, and introduced the term methylene in chemistry. He discovered potassium trioxochloro chromate (Peligot's salt) and its especial properties. He showed that glass must be composed of a mixture of silicates in indefinite proportions to avoid its crystallization. He obtained dichroic glass by addition of uranium oxide.
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Resumen
Eugène Melchior Peligot (1811-1890) realizó investigaciones en una variedad de temas, entre ellos, azúcares y sus reacciones, cromo, uranio y sus sales, la composición y estructura del vidrio, el gusano de la seda, fertilizantes y agua potable. Fue el primero en preparar uranio puro, estudiar sus propiedades y determinar su masa atómica. Descubrió el trioxoclorocromato de potasio (sal de Peligot) y sus propiedades singulares. Junto con Dumas aisló el alcohol metílico del espíritu de madera, estudio sus reacciones, e introdujo el término metileno en la química. Demostró que el vidrio debe estar compuesto de una mezcla de silicatos en proporciones no definidas para evitar su cristalización. Obtuvo vidrio dicroico por la adición de óxido de uranio.

Life and career
Eugène Melchior Peligot (Figure 1) was born in Paris on February 24, 1811 and passed away in Paris on April 15, 1890. His father, Jean-Baptiste Peligot, had moved from the country to Paris and at the beginning of the Restauration (1814) was chief administrator of the hospitals and hospices of the city of Paris. He was a man of initiative and left his important position to try to commercialize the sulfurous waters of Enghien (11 km north of Paris), which had been discovered by Abbot Louis Cotte, a priest from the Oratory of Montmorency (Cotte, 1774). The first thermal spa was built in 1820. Jean-Baptiste Peligot purchased the spa and redesigned the pond, which became a lake. The town adopted the motto: “Dant robur virtutem que fonts” (These springs which give strength and courage). The July Revolution of 1830, during which King Charles X was deposed and replaced by King Louis-Philippe, resulted in the village of Enghien being abandoned and, as a consequence, Peligot lost all his fortune and had to turn the property over to the bank that had loaned him part of the investment. Jean-Baptiste could not resist the tragedy and passed away shortly.

Eugène Peligot studied at the college Henri IV and after graduation in 1829 he entered the École Centrale des Arts et Manufactures (a new school of engineering which had just been created) as élève ingénieur. While at the École he attended the chemistry classes given by Jean-Baptiste André Dumas (1800-1884), where he found his vocation. The events related to the Revolution of 1830 and the death of his father, with the corresponding loss of economical support, did not allow him to complete his studies. He requested the help of Dumas, who promptly admitted him to the private laboratory he had just founded. A year later, 1833, at the age of 22, Peligot presented his first work to the Académie des Sciences and in 1834, he reincorporated to the École, this time as répétiteur of the chemistry course given by Dumas. Two years later, on the basis of his outstanding teaching abilities, he was appointed titular of the chair that Dumas had just vacated. He was then 25 years old. During the same period, he was also appointed répétiteur de chimie at the École Polytechnique. His scientific discoveries and the success of his teaching, led to his appointment, for a few months, as substitute of Charles-Bernard Désormes (1777-1862) at the Conservatoire des Arts et Métiers. In 1841, at the age of 30, he became titular of the chair in Chimie Générale Appliquée aux Arts, a position he retained for 48 years (Jungfleish, 1891).
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In 1843 the teaching of chemistry at the École Centrale had expanded substantially and the chemistry chair occupied by Peligot was split into two. Peligot assumed the one of analytical chemistry, a subject to which he would later dedicate much effort. In 1875 he was appointed member of the Conseil de Perfectionnement de l’École Centrale, a position he kept until 1887. His research activities covered theoretical chemistry, industrial chemistry, and agricultural chemistry. The last field was probably a consequence of being elected to the section of rural chemistry of the Académie des Sciences in 1852 replacing Saint-Sylvestre. When the Institut National Agronomique was founded in 1848 Peligot became its professor of analytical chemistry applied to agriculture. His many activities did not prevent him from accepting, in 1846, a position of analyst at the Mint. In 1848 he was promoted to inspector of assays, later administrator, and finally, director of the assay service. After his retirement (1887) he was appointed honorary director of assays and member of the Commission du Contrôle de la Circulation Monétaire. During the last year of his life (1889) he was Chargé du Contrôle des Essais in France (Jungfleish, 1891).

In 1862, after the death of Charles Louis Felix Cadet de Gassicourt (1789-1861), Peligot was appointed to the Conseil d’Hgiène Publique et de Salubrité. In this position he played an important role in problems related to the quality of drinking water in Paris (Peligot, 1850). In 1835 he became a member of the administrative council of the Société d’Encouragement pour l’industrie Nationale, its adjunt secretary in 1847, and permanent secretary in 1874. In 1870 he became member of the Société Nationale de Agriculture. In 1876, he replaced Antoine-Jerôme Balard (1802-1876) as President of the Société Française de Photographie.

In 1854 he was made Chevalier de la Légion de Honneur, and promoted to Officier in 1857, Commandeur in 1878, and Grand Officier in 1884. In 1873 Peligot felt that his health was failing and gradually retired from active work (Rossi, 1890).

**Scientific contribution**

Peligot did research in a wide range of subjects, among them sugars and their reactions, chromium, uranium, iron, and their salts; the composition and structure of glass, the silkworm, and drinking water. The results were published in about 80 papers and seven books (Peligot, 1838b, 1844f, 1850, 1853, 1862, 1877, 1883). In 1840 Peligot also published a short description of his many research achievements (Peligot, 1840b).

**Chromium**

The first scientific publication of Peligot, (Peligot, 1833a) described the preparation and properties of a new chromium compound resulting from the combination of a saturated salt, such as KCl, with chromic acid, or by treating potassium dichromate with an excess of HCl. This dichromate of potassium chloride or trioxochlorochromate, K[CrO3Cl] (Peligot’s salt), presents itself as long orange-red crystals and is a salt of chlorochromic acid in which one of the HO groups of chromic acid has been replaced by chlorine and thus it is intermediate between chromic acid and chromyl chloride.

This singular compound presents some unusual properties and reactions. It is very stable in air but is hydrolyzed by water. Pure water, in small amounts, releases the chromic acid and leaves a white residue of potassium chloride; in larger amount it results in total dissolution. Evaporation of the liquor regenerates potassium dichromate. In the presence of HCl, water has no effect on the salt. Thus, the presence or absence of HCl determines the formation or destruction of the dichromate of potassium chloride. This is a good example of reactions, little studied at Peligot’s time, that change in direction with the presence of certain reagents. Treatment of the salt with concentrated sulfuric acid results in the evolution of copious red fumes of chromyl chloride, apparently a result of a disproportionation reaction in which part of the chromium is further chlorinated:

\[
2\text{KCrO}_3\text{Cl} + 2\text{H}_2\text{SO}_4 \rightarrow \text{CrO}_3 + \text{CrO}_2\text{Cl}_2 + 2\text{KHSO}_4 + \text{H}_2\text{O}
\]

When heated, Peligot’s salt releases all of its chlorine, and on further heating yields chromic oxide, Cr2O3. The salt itself possesses a sharp odor of chlorine.

The work on uranium (see below) led Peligot to study the simultaneous action of chlorine and carbon on a number of highly stable oxides, which were not reduced by the simultaneous action of both chlorine and carbon. The first one to be studied was the green sesquioxide of chromium, Cr2O3 (Peligot, 1844ce, 1845ab, 1868b). Passing a stream of chlorine over a mixture of the oxide and carbon generated a chloride that sublimed as purple scales. This compound corresponded with chromium sesquioxide, Cr2O3 by having the formula Cr7Cl3. But as Peligot discovered, the sesquichloride was not the only product of the reaction; it was preceded by another chloride that had not been noted before. This chloride appeared as very fine white and silky crystals, usually mixed with carbon and chromium oxide. Analysis of the same indicated that its formula was CrCl and corresponded to an unknown degree of oxidation of chromium. The compound was also obtained by passing a stream of hydrogen over violet chromium chloride (CrCl3) heated to dark red. Peligot found that this new chloride had some unusual properties. Its crystals became green on contact with air and then transformed into a green liquid due to the simultaneous absorption of oxygen and water from the air. It dissolved immediately in water and the solution became blue in the absence of air, and green in the presence of it. The green solution was able to dissolve a considerable amount of violet chromium chloride, a substance known to be totally insoluble in cold or hot water and in boiling sulfuric acid and aqua regia. The process was highly exothermic and the resulting green solution presented all the chemical characters of hydrated chromium sesquichloride. The oxychloride had some remarkable properties: Its solution was a powerful reductant, added to a tin salt it precipitated tin, it reduced the gold in gold salts and was equally active.
with organic materials, it dissolved alizarin yielding a colorless solution, susceptible of regenerating alizarin by oxidation, and transformed blue indigo into white indigo, that atmospheric air transformed back into blue indigo. These properties became important in the dyeing industry.

The amount of heat released and the facility of solution seemed to indicate the production of a particular combination of the two chlorides, promoted by the presence of water. Peligot also found that a very small amount of the protochloride was enough to dissolve a very large amount of the violet chloride, so that its action was not a chemical phenomenon but, more probably, a physical one, involving a molecular change in the sesquichloride. The dissolution did not take place with a solution of the protochloride that had absorbed oxygen from the air. Solution of the protochloride prepared by the reduction of the sesquioxide with hydrogen resulted in the release of a large amount of hydrogen, originating from the decomposition of water. An interesting point is that Peligot assumed that the actual mechanism was similar to other inorganic and organic reactions, which were accelerated by the presence of a small amount of another substance. He was implying that the reaction was catalytic, way before the concept was accepted. Very careful analysis of protochloride led him to recognize that the atomic weight of chromium, determined by Jöns Jacob Berzelius (1779-1848) as 351.8 relative to oxygen (Berzelius, 1827) was in considerable error. Peligot proved that the correct figure was 328 (Peligot, 1844e), a value that was later confirmed by several scientists.

Peligot found that addition of chromium protochloride to a solution of potassium hydroxide resulted in the formation of a brown precipitate, which with time changed to a reddish color. The original precipitate was certainly an hydrated chromium protochloride. This oxide was highly unstable, at room temperature it decomposed water and transformed into an oxide intermediate between the protoxide and the sesquioxide, corresponding to its composition to magnetic iron oxide (Fe₂O₃); for this reason Peligot decided to name it magnetic oxide. Analysis of the magnetic oxide gave the composition Cr₂O₃ ⋅ H₂O.

Peligot concluded his paper stating that the discovery of chromium protoxide established a straight and close relation between iron and chromium, which led to assume that chromium formed five combinations with oxygen: (1) The protoxide, CrO, probably isomorphic with iron protoxide, and similar to it, presenting such an affinity for water that in the hydrated state it decomposed water with generation of hydrogen, (2) the deutoxide, Cr₂O₃ isomorphic with magnetic oxide of iron, and originating under the same circumstances, (3) the dioxide, CrO₂, which may be considered as chromate of the sesquioxide (CrO₂, Cr₂O₃), (4) the sesquioxide Cr₃O₅, isomorphic with ferric acid, and (5) chromic acid, probably isomorphic with ferric oxide, and which would be recognized as such once the properties of the latter became better known.

Uranium

Another metal that led Peligot to substantial discoveries is uranium (Peligot, 1841bc, 1844a, 1846a, 1856, 1868a). In 1789 Martin-Heinrich Klaproth (1743-1817) recognized that pechblende, a mineral assumed to be based on iron and zinc and having the appearance of pitch, was actually formed by the yellow oxide of a new metal, which he named uranium, after the new planet that William Herschel (1738-1822) had discovered in 1781 (actually Herschel named the planet Geogrüm Sidus, George’s star, in honor of King George III of England). By reducing the oxide with charcoal at a high temperature, Klaproth obtained a black powder with a metallic luster, which he took to be metallic uranium. Subsequently this new body was found in many other minerals and continued to be considered a metal, to which the name uranium was now given.

In his first publication on the subject, entitled “On the atomic weight of urane”, (Peligot, 1841b) Peligot wrote that although urane (the name given originally to uranyl oxide) was known for over half a century, its properties were ill defined, in spite of the fact that it presented several particularities of chemical interest. He had obtained a large amount of uranite from Autun, having a very simple composition (a double phosphate of uranium and calcium), which allowed an easy separation of the metal. In this work, he was interested in studying the principal compounds, which could be prepared. According to the results of Johan August Arfwedson (1792-1841) and Berzelius, it was assumed that the atomic weight of uranium was 2711.3. According to Berzelius, uranium presented two oxides in which the multiples of oxygen were 2 and 3. These were considered to be U + O and 2U + 3O. Since others had determined the atomic weight without analyzing any of the uranium salts, Peligot thought it necessary to start his research by determining the composition of several salts of uranium. For this purpose he selected uranium peroxide acetate because it crystallized in small isolated transparent prisms, easy to separate from the mother liquor, and little soluble in water; physical characteristics that did not leave any doubt regarding its homogeneity. Elemental analysis of the salt yielded C₈ 11.26%, H₁₆O₄ 21.09%, and uranium oxide 67.65%, corresponding to an atomic weight of uranium of 1700 (Peligot, 1841b).

In a following memoir (Peligot, 1841c), reported that what others had considered to be pure uranium, was actually not a simple body but a substance containing a large percentage of oxygen; that the properties of uranyl radical, the true metal he had obtained in the free state, were quite different from those reported previously, and that the binary compound considered by others to be metallic uranium, was actually a well defined body, playing in most of its combinations the role of a simple body, of an ordinary metal. In other words, if his results were correct, then urane was then a composite metal. In his experiments he passed a stream of dry chlorine over the substance heated red and observed the formation of a yellow compound, very fusible, very soluble in water, and yield-
ing a solution that presented all the well-known reactions of the yellow salts produced from urane peroxide. Interesting enough, the action of chlorine was never complete; there always remained a certain amount of the original material unattacked. In order to try to bring the reaction to completion, he first mixed the raw ground material with charcoal and was surprised to find that this time, instead of the yellow chloride, he obtained a volatile compound, which by sublimation crystallized in beautiful deep green regular octahedrons, having a metallic luster. This chloride was highly soluble in water, producing a deep green solution presenting all the different reactions ascribed to the salts of urane protoxide. Addition of ammonia in excess produced a brown precipitate, which could be considered a form of hydrated urane protoxide. The hydrate was easily converted into the oxide by treatment with nitric acid, followed by calcination. Reduction of the oxide with hydrogen allowed calculating the atomic weight of urane according to the oxygen loss. Initial calculations gave an impossible result, which justified the assumption that water, in contact with green urane chloride, decomposed in such a manner that it gave up to the metallic radical a certain amount of oxygen which reducing agents such as hydrogen and carbon, were unable to eliminate. The conclusion was very clear: oxygen was present in the actual urane obtained. In order to confirm his findings, Peligot repeated the experiment as follows: First, very pure urane nitrate was calcinated strongly. The resulting protoxide was mixed with lampblack, heated to a high temperature, and then treated with a stream of hydrogen; no water was formed because charcoal had eliminated the oxygen. Treatment with a stream of dry chlorine resulted in the formation of an abundant and complete sublimation of the green chloride, accompanied by carbon dioxide and CO. The oxygen of the gas had to come from urane, previously considered to be a simple body. Consequently, metallic urane contained oxygen, it had to be an oxide of the same nature as the oxides of aluminum, magnesium, etc, which were not reduced by hydrogen, chlorine, and carbon alone. The simultaneous action of carbon and chlorine separated the metallic radical, which joined the chlorine, while the oxygen combined with the carbon. According to Peligot, all the properties of urane corresponded to those of a true metal: its metallic luster, formation of many salts having the characteristics of ordinary metallic salts, no metal displaced it from its solutions, its specific heat fitted its atomic weight; in contact with other metals it did not form alloys, etc.

But urane considered as an oxide, differed from all other known oxides in that it combined completely with many metalloids, as simple bodies did. It combined with oxygen producing an oxide that functioned as a base and formed the corresponding salts. For this reason Peligot suggested keeping the name urane for the composite radical and naming uranium the true simple body. He then succeeded in preparing uranium by slightly heating a mixture of uranium chloride with potassium in a platinum crucible. The resulting reaction was highly exothermic; the crucible became incandescent and part of the products volatilized. Treatment of the residue with water dissolved the remaining chloride and left uranium as a black powder. Peligot reported many of the properties of the metal: uranium was highly combustible, when dry it burnt in contact with air with a live brilliancy, it dissolved in diluted acids with release of hydrogen; the corresponding solutions were green and had the properties attributed to the salts of urane protoxide. Assuming that the green chloride was formed by of two atoms or two equivalents of chlorine and one atom of uranium, then its atomic weight was 750. From this result Peligot calculated that the weight of urane (uranyl oxide) was 1700 (two atoms of uranium and two of oxygen, 2×750 + 2×100). Urane was found to combine with oxygen in many proportions; Peligot believed that there were at least five such combinations. He concluded his paper with the statement that urane should be ranged within the class of composite radicals, such as cyanogen, ammonium, and nitrogen dioxide, and that it offered the first example of a metal oxide playing the role of a radical.

In a following work (Peligot, 1844a) repeated that in his previous publication he had demonstrated that urane, which was considered then as a simple body, was actually a metallic oxide, from which he had separated uranium, a new metal. The anomalous properties of this oxide could be interpreted by assigning to it different roles; as a strong base it combined with acids and gave place to green salts of uranium protoxide; acting as a simple or composite radical, it combined with chlorine, sulfur and other metalloids producing ternary compounds having all the properties of chlorides, sulfides, and other binary bodies formed by the union of metals with metalloids. To this radical he had given the name uranyl. He had arrived at these results when considering the properties of urane peroxide, U₂O₂. This oxide is the basis of the yellow uranic salts that contain the oxide united in the ratio 1:1 equivalents; consequently, they are tribasic. However, they offer in an uncontestable manner, the set of physical and chemical properties of neutral salts. This anomaly forces to dismiss the value and generalities of the laws relative to the composition of salts or to attribute to urane peroxide a special constitution. According to Peligot, the latter alternative seemed more sound: to consider the oxide as the equivalent of an oxide with one atom of oxygen. Under this hypothesis it becomes (U₂O₂)O corresponding to the chloride (U₂O₂)₂Cl. The two oxygen atoms of uranyl did not contribute to its saturation capacity; they formed neutral salts and united with one equivalent of acid.

Peligot's discovery changed the history of uranium derivatives and led to recognize that the element formed two classes of salts, uraneous salts, derived from a protoxide, and characterized by their green color, and uranic salts, derived from a peroxide or sesquioxide, and characterized by their yellow color. A remarkable fact was that the latter salts did not follow the general composition laws of sesquioxide salts; they became saturated with only one acid equivalent. Uranium sesquioxide behaved as a monoacid base. In addition,
themself, in a certain manner, with antimony sesquioxide, to glass, which is green in reflected light (Jungfleish, 1891). Greenish glazing enamels and to impart an opalescent yellow. Uranium glass typically contains about 0.1% to 1.3% wt. uranium. Peligot results discarded this possibility because simple boiling regenerated the ferrous solutions and released nitrogen dioxide; the actual process was a 1:1 molecular combination between the salt and the gas. Another rectification of the results published by others was related to the composition of the salts resulting from the action of lead on lead nitrate, salts which had already been studied by Michel Eugène Chevreul (1786-1889). Chevreul had described two different salts resulting from the action of different amounts of lead on lead nitrate. Peligot’s experiments proved that there were actually three different combinations formed by the action of lead on lead nitrate, two of them did not contain nitrous acid but hyponitric acid, they were hyponitrates, or as named afterwards, nitrosonitrates (Peligot, 1840a).

The study of the action of air on copper in the presence of ammonia, allowed Peligot to recognize that the resulting liquor contained nitrous acid, originating from the oxidation of ammonia by atmospheric air (Peligot, 1861). This solution was particularly interesting because it had the property of dissolving large amounts of cellulose, a property that had been reported by Eduard Mathias Schweitzer, (1818-1860) as belonging exclusively to copper hyposulfate or to cupric sulfate dissolved in an excess of ammonia (Schweitzer’s re-

Iron and other metals
In 1844 Peligot reported on a new method for the preparation of certain metals in a very pure state (Peligot, 1844d). The procedure was based on the reduction of the protocloride by dry pure hydrogen and thus yielded the metal free of the carbon traces usually present in samples prepared by other methods. Thus, the fusibility of the chlorides offered a method of preparing the metals as crystalline and homogeneous masses, but was only applicable to metals like iron, cobalt, and nickel, which were simultaneously easily oxidable and little fusible. Pure iron prepared by this method presented itself as a mixture of very brilliant octahedric crystals and flexible and malleable plates. Peligot found that manganese protocloride was not reduced by hydrogen, so that the resulting iron was also free of manganese.

In the beginning of his career Peligot had made some interesting observations on the salts of iron (Peligot, 1833b). He had found that solutions of ferrous salts absorbed nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and took a brown color. Joseph Priestley (1733-1804) believed that the change in color corresponded to an oxidation of the iron from the ferrous to the ferric state. Peligot results discarded this possibility because simple boiling regenerated the ferrous solutions and released nitrogen dioxide; the actual process was a 1:1 molecular combination between the salt and the gas. Another rectification of the results published by others was related to the composition of the salts resulting from the action of lead on lead nitrate, salts which had already been studied by Michel Eugène Chevreul (1786-1889). Chevreul had described two different salts resulting from the action of different amounts of lead on lead nitrate. Peligot’s experiments proved that there were actually three different combinations formed by the action of lead on lead nitrate, two of them did not contain nitrous acid but hyponitric acid, they were hyponitrates, or as named afterwards, nitrosonitrates (Peligot, 1840a).

The study of the action of air on copper in the presence of ammonia, allowed Peligot to recognize that the resulting liquor contained nitrous acid, originating from the oxidation of ammonia by atmospheric air (Peligot, 1861). This solution was particularly interesting because it had the property of dissolving large amounts of cellulose, a property that had been reported by Eduard Mathias Schweitzer, (1818-1860) as belonging exclusively to copper hyposulfate or to cupric sulfate dissolved in an excess of ammonia (Schweitzer’s re-
agent or cuprammonium) (Schweitzer, 1857). It had also been established that the cupric oxide in ammonia was the agent that dissolved cellulose, and that the presence of foreign salts diminished substantially this particular activity. Peligot found that that the hydrate of blue turquoise copper oxide (blue cinder) that precipitated when adding enough water to the reagent, could be redissolved in ammonia yielding an even better solvent for cellulose, silk, and other organic substances that resisted the action of common solvents. This solution contained a copper salt, which Peligot believed to be a nitrate. Later work showed that the nascent acid was nitrous acid because addition of silver nitrate precipitated silver nitrite.

Another research area was related to metallic alloys (Peligot, 1864a, 1873, 1889). Due to his activities in the Mint, Peligot studied in particular the alloys used in the manufacture of coins, the details of their production, and the proper analytical procedures. After a detailed examination of the properties of zinc and silver and of zinc and gold, loaded or not with copper, he declared himself in favor of the addition of zinc to coin alloys. The discovery of the gold mines in California and Australia resulted in the partial disappearance of silver coins and forced the French Mint to lower their titer from 0.900 pure silver to 0.835. The difference of 65/1000, representing about 7% of the precious metal, was thought to compensate partially the ratio between the nominal and intrinsic values of the coins. Peligot’s studies on coin alloys containing silver, copper and zinc indicated that they had a beautiful white color; with a content of 835 they were as white as those with a content of 900. Their fusibility was substantially higher; they were very sonorous and elastic. Peligot concluded that the best composition was 835 parts of silver, 93 of copper, and 72 of zinc. He suggested melting the old coins and adding zinc to achieve this composition, which would result in a significant economy to the government. Peligot proved that his alloy was also more appropriate for the fabrication of jewelry and objects of art because they blackened less in contact with hydrogen sulfide. Sulfur had a lower affinity for zinc and the resulting sulfide was colorless. The action of acetic acid, producing a green color because of copper, was also reduced and zinc acetate was substantially less poisonous that cupric acetate (Peligot, 1864a).

In a following paper he discussed the alloys employed for the fabrication of gold coins, which were particularly suited for international trade (Peligot, 1873). While the French standard for silver coins reflected in coins of 5 francs containing 900 parts of pure silver, the gold coin standard led to a gold piece of 20 francs weighing 6.541 grams; obviously such an absurd relation could not be expected to serve as an international standard for coins. The gold content had been fixed by the weight of gold required to give its value to the coin, and nothing more. This was not only a French problem; none of the foreign gold standards fitted the decimal system. According to Peligot three factors were important in a coin, the weight, the titer, and the value. It seemed extremely difficult to develop a coin, which would satisfy the triple condition of being decimal in weight, titer and value; it was necessary to sacrifice one of the three restraints. The discovery of the gold mines in California and Australia had made gold to become the exchange medium and probably the best candidate for monetary uniformity. Once again, Peligot advocated, without success, to add zinc to the gold alloy in order to put it on a decimal base.

**Sugars**

As a result of the discoveries of Dumas and Felix Polydore Boulay (1806-1835) (Boulay and Dumas, 1828) about esters, Dumas expressed a very original hypothesis about the nature of sugar that pretty soon took hold. The acid ester ethylcarbonic decomposed by hydration into alcohol and carbonic acid; sugar under the action of brewer’s yeast became hydrated and decomposed into alcohol and carbonic acid. Was ethyl carbonic acid identical to sugar? This was the supposition that Peligot and Dumas were intent in proving experimentally. In this manner they discovered and made known the esters of carbonic acid and recognized them as completely different from sugars (Dumas and Peligot, 1837ac, 1838, 1840; Jungfleish, 1891).

Peligot continued alone the study of sugars between 1836 and the time of his death, work that resulted in a large number of publications (Peligot, 1837ab, 1838ab, 1839ab, 1840a, 1851ab, 1864b, 1879, 1880ab, 1890). This was also the subject of the thesis he presented to the Faculté de Science de Paris, for obtaining the degree Docteur ès Sciences. After establishing the composition of several sugar materials and showing the inexactitude of many current ideas about them, he studied the compounds that they formed with metal oxides, particularly the sucrates of barium, calcium, and lead. He discovered the many possible reactions of a sugar with the same base and described the properties of the derivatives. These provided the diverse treatment methods to extract from molasses the considerable amount of crystallizable sugar they contain. In addition to sugar, Peligot also studied its components, glucose and levulose (Peligot, 1838a, 1879, 1880a). He established definitely that glucose is the sweet material contained in the urine of diabetics. He made known the transient material formed by glucose and levulose with alkalis, and also the organic acids generated by the rapid destruction of these alkaline compounds (Jungfleish, 1891).

In his first paper about sugars (Peligot, 1837b) stated that there were two varieties of sugar, very different themselves. One corresponded to common sugar (sucrose), extracted from beets and cane sugar; the other (glucose) was present in raisins and in the urine of diabetics, and was produced when starch, lignin, or milk sugar were contacted with diluted sulfuric acid. In was known that common sugar, under diverse influences, transformed into starch sugar. The most important difference between the two varieties was the influence of alkaline bases upon them. Ordinary sugar, in contact with potash, calcium hydroxide, or limewater, played the role of a true acid. Boiling up a solution of sugar and limewater yielded a
crystalline combination of both compounds. Analysis of barium saccharate proved that when sugar combined with bases it did not become modified, sugar was recovered with its original properties. With starch sugar the behavior was completely different; the sugar experimented a profound alteration. In contact with say limewater, even cold, the base lost its alkaline characteristics and after some time the solution became saturated with a new very energetic acid, which reacted with base forming a neutral salt. The acid could be obtained very easily by contacting dry starch sugar, melted at 100°C, with crystalline barium hydroxide hydrate. The acid could then be precipitated with lead sub acetate. In addition to the acid, another non-volatile compound was produced, characterized by its ability to reduce instantly mercury and silver salts.

In a following memoir, Peligot gave a detailed description of his results on the nature and chemical properties of sugars (Peligot, 1838a); this memoir was enthusiastically reviewed by Dumas, Louis-Jacques Thénard (1777-1857), Joseph-Louis Gay-Lussac (1778-1850), and Jean-Baptiste Biot (1774-1862), who thought that it was of such high quality that the Académie should consider publishing in its Recueil des Savans Étrangers (Dumas et al., 1838). An interesting point in the report is the suggestion that since the sugar contained in raisins, starch, honey, and urine of diabetics, has the same composition and properties, it be named glucose (from the Greek γλευζοσ, must, sweet wine).

As a result of his research on sugars, Peligot proposed a new procedure for their quantification (Peligot, 1846b) based on the different action that limewater exert on sucrose and glucose; the former combined with bases yielded compounds in definite proportions, from which sucrose could be separated without alteration. Glucose and levulose, on the other hand, also combined with bases but the product decomposed rapidly into acids, which reacted with bases forming neutral salts.

It was known that under the action of acids, ordinary sugar splits into an equimolar mixture of a dextro sugar (glucose) and a levo sugar (fructose, levulose). The two substances were then separated by converting them into their calcium salts; the levulose was insoluble in cold water while the glucosate was soluble. Peligot studied this operation in detail and reported the properties of calcium levulose (Peligot, 1880a). The latter was destroyed by calcium oxide producing the calcium salts of glucic and melassic acids and a third substance crystallizing neatly, which Peligot named saccharine (Peligot, 1880b). He studied the properties and reactions of this new product and reported that it was dextrogyre and had the same elemental composition as cellulose and starch. Peligot’s saccharine was totally unrelated to the sweetener of the same name used today, corresponding to benzoic sulfinate (Peligot, 1890).

Miscellaneous
Another important area of Peligot’s interest was that of glass (Peligot, 1846c, 1862, 1867, 1874, 1876, 1877). By the middle of the 19th century, the superiority of the Bohemian glasses was uncontestable. Certain varieties, although strenuously researched, had resisted imitation. Peligot participated in the efforts and proved, for example, that certain glass agate, were simply a potassium silicate enriched in silica, and hence hardly fusible and inattackable by water. He also made known the composition of the glass used in Boheme for the manufacture of mirror glass by blowing (Peligot, 1846c). Old glass provided him with a series of variables capable of clarifying the glasses of today; he was the first to report that old glasses did not contain calcium carbonate, a fact that explained why they altered so easily (Peligot, 1876). Peligot also studied the reasons of many of the fabrication problems affecting the quality of the final product (Peligot, 1867, 1874). He summarized all his findings in a set of class notes for a course on the subject, and a book, Le Verre (Peligot, 1862, 1877; Jungfleish, 1891).

His achievements on the oxygenated compounds of nitrogen were very significant (Peligot, 1841a). First of all, he corrected the history of hyponitric acid. Pierre-Louis Dulong (1785-1838) had described this acid as a non-crystallizable liquid, boiling at 28°C; he had been unable to completely eliminate water, with the corresponding alteration of his product (Dulong, 1816). By using a better operating procedure, Peligot produced the hyponitrate by means of extremely dry nitrogen dioxide and oxygen. Thus he obtained the pure compound, boiling at about 22°C and solidifying at −90°C. He recognized that the hyponitrate treated with cold water decomposed into nitric and nitrous acids; the latter colored the liquid blue. These information led Peligot to develop a detailed theory of the reactions that took place during the manufacture of sulfuric acid (Peligot, 1844b): First, sulfur dioxide reacted with nitric acid yielding sulfur trioxide and hyponitric acid; the latter was converted by water into nitric and nitrous acids. Nitrous acid, in the presence of large amounts of water, produced nitric acid and nitrogen dioxide, which atmospheric air reconverted then into hyponitric acid. The important fact was that sulfur dioxide acted unceasing and exclusively on the nitric acid regenerated by the different stages of the reaction.

Peligot’s first researches in organic chemistry were on the distillation of calcium benzoate and its reactions (Peligot, 1834, 1836) and was published at the same time that Eilard Mitscherlich (1794-1863) published his results on the subject (Mitscherlich, 1833). The dry distillation of the salt produced three compounds, which Peligot was able to isolate: benzophenone, naphthalene, and benzene. Both hydrocarbons had already been obtained, but by means of very complex reactions, scarcely understood. With Peligot’s method, it was neatly seen that benzene derived from benzoic acid by elimination of the elements of carbon dioxide. In collaboration with Dumas, he determined the composition of a large number of substances, such as the essence of cinnamon, hip-puric acid, sebacic acid, the hydrate of camphor, tea, etc. (Dumas and Peligot, 1834ab, 1837b). The study of the essence of cinnamon was particularly fertile; it described the aldehydic
properties of the essence and its oxidation to cinnamic acid, and a variety of derivatives of both compounds. During these researches Dumas and Peligot dealt with a volatile compound that in 1812 Taylor had isolated from the liquid products obtained by distilling wood, and given the name wood spirit (methanol today) (Dumas and Peligot, 1835, 1836a, 1837ac). Analysis of the compound indicated that wood spirit differed from common alcohol, (spirit de vin), in having less carbon and hydrogen, nevertheless, it was very similar to ordinary alcohol, not only in its physical properties, but particularly in its chemical properties Dumas and Peligot reported many of its reactions, including formation of esters and dehydration with concentrated sulfuric acid (Dumas and Peligot, 1834c, 1836b). In fact, all the derivatives of alcohol corresponded to analogue derivatives from wood spirit, oxidation of the alcohol yielded acetic acid; oxidation of wood spirit also gave an acid, with less carbon and hydrogen (formic acid). Dumas and Dumas concluded that wood spirit was an alcohol, which they named methylic alcohol. Dumas and Peligot introduced the word methylene to organic chemistry (from the Greek methy = wine and hyle = wood). The existence of two alcohols led to the hypothesis that there must be a larger number of them. Dumas and Peligot tried to identify them among compounds previously studied, based on an analogy of properties. Thus, a long time before Michel Eugène Chevreul (1786-1889) had separated from the hydrolysis products of spermaceti, a principle that he had named éthal (Chevreul, 1823). Dumas and Peligot recognized that éthal contained a third body (cetyl alcohol) capable of giving the same reactions, and performing the same reactions as ordinary alcohol and methanol (Dumas and Peligot, 1836c). The alcohol could be dehydrated with phosphorus pentoxide yielding a new hydrocarbon that Dumas and Peligot named cetene, C_{16}H_{32}. From this moment on, the discovery of a new alcohol was considered as presenting in organic chemistry the same importance as the discovery of a new metal in mineral chemistry (Jungfleish, 1891).
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